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Abstract 
Nowadays, electronic communication is widely used. Many users do not want 
the information being revealed during the communication process, and therefore 
cryptography is required. One of the most common cryptographic algorithms is the 
RSA public-key cryptosystem[9]. It was invented by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and 
Leonard Adleman in 1977. The decryption is based on the problem of factorizing an 
integer n. In this thesis, we discuss a factoring algorithm, the Number Field Sieve. 
It is asymptotically the fastest known factoring algorithm for large integers and was 
introduced by John Pollard[3] in 1988. 
In 1996, a 130-digit number, the RSA-130 was factored using the Number Field 
Sieve. When compared with the time that required to factorize RSA-129 recorded 
by the Quadratic Sieve [1], this algorithm spent only a fraction of time that spent on 
RSA-129. The time required to factor RSA-130 and RSA-129 were 500 mips years 
and 5000 mips years respectively. That means a VAX 11/780 takes about 500 years 
to factor RSA-130 using the Number Field Sieve and 5000 years to factor RSA-129 
using the Quadratic Sieve respectively. 
In Chapter 1，a detailed description of the algorithm is given. 
In Chapter 2, we concentrate on how the algorithm works when the factorization 
of an algebraic integer takes place in Z[a] instead of the algebraic integer ring 0 
of a field. Suppose g{x) is an irreducible polynomial over Z and a is a root of 
g{x). The algebraic integer ring 0 of Q(cv) is not necessarily an unique factorization 
domain(UFD). As a result, it is difficult to discuss the factorization of an element in 
0 . One of the problems for the algorithm is finding a square root of an element in 
Z[a]. When 0 is a UFD, we can determine whether the square root of an element 
exists in 0. Since we only work on Z[a] rather than 0, it is not obvious that the 
square root of the element exists in Z[a] if the square root of the element exists in 
0 . Such problems are discussed in this chapter. 
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In Chapter 3, an improvement of the algorithm is discussed. Basically, the 
improvement is mainly divided into three parts, namely choosing the polynomial, 
the sieving stage and solving a linear system. 
In Chapter 4，the time analysis is illustrated. Moreover, some examples of the 
algorithm to factorize some integers, for example 16504377514594481520559 would 
also be provided. 
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Chapter 1 
Description of the Number Field 
Sieve 
1.1 Introduction 
It is easy to prove that an odd integer, n, can be factorized into a product of prime 
factors. However, it does not has a polynomial time method to find the prime factors 
of n. Modern factorization algorithms are generally divided into two categories. All 
the modern algorithms' expected running time are Ln{u, v) with 
Ln{u,v) = exp(^(log n)^(loglog n)^""). 
The first category focuses on the properties of groups associated with n. Exam-
ples include Pollard Rho, P 士 1 methods, Elliptic Curve method, and Class Group 
method. The second category bases on finding a pair {x, y) of integers such that 
x^ = y^ (mod n). (1.1) 
For such a pair (x,y), we compute gcd(x — y,n) and hope that would yield a non-
trivial factor of n. This category includes Continued Faction, Quadratic Sieve and 
General Number Field Sieve. 
6 
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Suppose an ordered pair {x,y) satisfying (1.1) such that gcd(x — y,n) is a non-
trivial factor of n, and n = P1^P2^ .. .p!' for distinct odd prime p” Since Z^ = 
Z ei X Z e2 X . •. X Zp|s, we have that (x, y) yields a trivial factor if it satisfies one 
P1 2^ 
of the following : 
1. X 三 y (mod p-') for all i if gcd(x, n) = 1. 
2. X = —y (mod p f ) for all i if gcd(x, n) = 1. 
3. X 三 y = 0 (mod n). 
Therefore, the probability, that (x, y) yields a non-trivial factor, is 
S s 1 
1 - Y{ P{x 三 y mod p^') - JJ P{x 三—y mod p-^ ——• 
i=l i=l 
If gcd{x, n) = 1 implies that P(x 三 y mod p-^) and P{x 三-y mod pl') are equal to 
1/2, then this probability is greater than 1/2. 
Suppose x^ 三 y2 (mod p) and gcd(a:, n) 二 1. Since Zp is a field, x 三 y or 
—y mod p. By Newton's method, we have x 三 y or - y mod p^ for any integer 
k if x^ 三 y2mody^ and gcd(x, n) = 1. It shows that P(x 三 ymodpp) and 
P{x 三-y mod p^') are equal to 1/2. 
Continued Faction [23, Section 10.1] finds out x^ = rrii (mod n) by the contin-
ued faction method and uses trial factorization to factor rrii for each Xi. After we 
have the factorization of each m“ we find out {m1rri2 .. -rrij)三 y2(mod n). Then, 
{x1x2 . • • XjY 三 y2 (mod n). The expected running time is Ln[|, V2 + o(l)]. For 
example, 
For Quadratic Sieve[7], let [^nJ be the integral part of y^ . Suppose g{x)= 
{x — Lv^J)2 — n. Then, g{x) will be small if x is small and g{x)三（a; — [v^J)^ 
(mod n). After we have found the factorization of each g{x) for all integers x within 
a bound 6, we need to find a subset S C [ -6, b] with Ylj,^sd{^) = V^- Therefore, 
( \2 
u.esi^ — Lv^J)j 三 y2 (mod n). 
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1.2 Outline of the algorithm 
The basic approach of the Number Field Sieve, similar to the Quadratic Sieve, is to 
find two integers x, y such that x^ 三 y) (mod n). Before finding the pair {x,y), an 
irreducible polynomial g{x) over Z with a root m in Z„ needs to be chosen. Suppose 
g[x) e Z[x] is an irreducible monic polynomial with degree d > 1. For Cubic Sieve, 
a polynomial g(x) with degree 3 is chosen. Let a be a root oig{x) in some extension 
field over Q. Assume S is a subset of 1? with the following properties: 
Y (a + ba) is a square in Z[a], (1.2) 
{a,b)eS 
J^ (a + bm) is a square in Z. (1.3) 
{a,b)es 
If p e 7j[a] is a square root of ri(a,6)G5(^ + bo^ ), a polynomial h(x) G Z[a] such 
that |3 二 h{a) can be found. As a result, if y is a square root of n(a,f>)es(^ + 爪^)， 
by Proposition 1.1, we have /i(m)^ 三 y] (mod n). 
Preliminaries 
Before we describe the implementation of the algorithm, we need the following def-
initions and proposition. 
Definition 1.1 An integer is called B-smooth if all of its prime factors < B. 
Definition 1.2 A f5 in Q(a) is called B-smooth if N(/?) is B-smooth. 
Proposition 1.1 Let g{x) be an irreducible polynomial in Q[x]. Suppose a is a root 
ofg{x) in an extension field over Q and m is a root of g{x) in Z^. 
Then, 
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• : Z [ a ] — — � l j n 
a ^ m 
is a homomorphism. 
Stage 1 : Precomputation 
Before starting the algorithm, the following information is required: 
1. Choosing a polynomial 
In the algorithm, we need an irreducible polynomial g{x) with odd degree and 
a root m of g{x) in Z^. The reason for using an odd degree polynomial is to 
find a square root of n(a,6)es(<^ + ^^)- The details can be found in stage (3). 
Take m = [ ^ J • Then, express n 二 co + Cim H h Qm^ with each \ci\ < y . 
As a result, a polynomial g{x) = Co + CiX + h CdX^ with a root m in Z^ is 
found. We can factorize g{x) by a polynomial time algorithm[4]. Suppose g{x) 
is reducible over Z„. Since g{x) 二 ^(:r:).. .gk(x), we have n = gi{m).. • Qk{m). 
The algorithm is terminated if gJjn) is a non-trivial factor of n for some i. 
However, gi{m) may be a trivial factor of n for all i. Since n = gi{m).. • gk(m), 
there is an irreducible factor Qi{x) of g{x) such that \gi{m)\ 二 n. Therefore, 
we use that polynomial in the algorithm. Since X^f=i Ci{rrt — m[rrt"^)) = 0 
for any integer Q, m is also a root of ^X^^ =i ¾^(^ ^ -爪工卜”)+ g(x) in Z„. 
Furthermore, (Y^f=i Ci(m^ — m(m'"^))^ + g(m) = n. If we run the algorithm 
using different number field, we can also take the irreducible factor gi{x) of 
�X]?=i Ci(f — mx^i ) ) + g{x) such that \gi{m) \ = n. 
The time costs for different polynomials are different, how to choose an op-
timal polynomial is an open problem. However, for a well chosen polynomial, 
N(a+6a)| should be small within the sieving region and g{x) should have many 
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real roots. Suppose o; is a real root of g[x). Since N(a + 6o;) 二 (^_bYg[-ab]), 
N(a + H would be small if -a/b is near a. Therefore, the norm of the ordered 
pair (a, h) is small if it is near a. As a result, there is a greater probability that 
-a/b is near one of the roots of g{x) if g{x) has more real roots. It implies that 
there is a greater probability that the norm of a ordered pair is small if g{x) 
has more real roots. 
2. Factor bases Br in Z, Ba in Z[a] and the size of the sieving interval. 
To choose the factor bases, we need a bound for each factor base. Let 0 be 
the ring of integers of Q(a). Suppose br is the bound for the factor base Br in 
Z and ba is the bound for the factor base Ba in Z[a] , where 
Br 二 {p G Z I p is a prime in Z < br}, 
Ba = {(p, Cp,i) I g[Cp,i) = 0 (mod p), p < ba and gcd(p, 0 /Z[a] ) = 1}. 
The bounds br and ba are closely related to the size of the sieving interval X 
where 
X =: {(a, h)\amin < a < amax and bmin < b < bmax}-
The larger the bounds we use, the smaller the sieving interval size we need. 
Therefore, the two conditions should be considered together and the detailed 
information will be presented in Chapter 3. 
Stage 2 : Sieving Stage 
The purpose of this stage is to find enough pairs of (a, h) G X such that 
z) gcd(a,6) = l (1.4) 
ii) a + bm is 6^-smooth (1.5) 
iii) a + ba is ^^-smooth and gcd(p, C^/Z[a]) — 1 (1.6) 
Suppose h{x) E Z[x] and p is prime. If h{c)三 0 (mod p), then we have h(c+p)三 0 
(mod p). First, we fix b G Z and sieve over a. Therefore, if ai + bm and a2 + bm 
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are divisible by a prime p, then a：三 a] (mod p). Moreover, the smallest a, which 
a + hm is divisible by p, is a = dmin + {-{a^in + hm) (mod p)). After sieving with 
all p in Br, we have a set Sr of all (a, b) satisfying (1.4) and (1.5). 
Similarly, under our construction of g{x), 
N(a + ba) 二 [-b)dg(-ab-i). (1.7) 
Let CLmin + k be the smallest a which N(a+6a) is divisible by p. Since ^{amin^k^ha) 
is divisible by p, g{-{amin + k)^~^)三 0 (mod p). It implies that -{amin + k)h'^ 三 
Cp,i (mod p) where Cp,i is one of the roots of g{x) in Z^. As a result, amin^{-amin — 
Cp,ih) (mod p) is the smallest a such that N(a + ba) is divisible by p. After sieving 
with all {p, Cp^i) in ^ , we have a set Sa of all (a,6) satisfying (1.4) and (1.6). The 
intersection S of Sr and Sa is what we need. 
Remark : When the above algorithm is implemented, we need to store all the factors 
of each a + hm and N(a + ha). Therefore, it requires a large amount of memory to 
store the factorization table of a + bm and N(a + ba) for each (a, b) e I. To reduce 
the overhead on the memory requirement, we can reduce the number of entries by 
partitioning X into several parts. Then, sieve on the small sub-interval for each p 
and then use some extra memory to store the first location in the next interval that 
is divisible by p. After sieving with all p and (p, Cp^i), we can take out (a, b) satis-
fying (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6). Then, we replace the data of the small sub-interval by 
that of the next sub-interval and remove the prime factors of a + bm and N(a + ba) 
according to the information in the extra memory. Moreover, we can also reduce the 
size of the list of a + bm and N(a + ba) by storing log(a + bm) and log(N(a + ba)) 
instead of a + bm and N(a + ba) respectively. 
Stage 3 : Finding the square root: 
Let (a, b) be an ordered pair which satisfies (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6). We define ep(a + 
bm) = k if a + bm — p^u where p and u are relatively prime integers in Z, and 
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define e(p,i)(a + ba) 二 k if a + bCp,i 三 0 (mod p) and 6p(N(a + ba)) 二 k, otherwise 
t(^p^i){a + ba) 二 0. By Proposition (2.1) and the factorization of integers in Z^, 
N(a + 6a) and a + bm can be written as a product of p < 6« and p < W respectively: 
N(a + H 二 H ^ ^ W ^ M ， (1.8) 
peBa 
a + bm = n # + M . (1.9) 
peBr 
Let v{a,b) be a column vector of length 1 = 1 + \Br \ + |^| + \C\. The first entry 
is 1 if a + bm is negative. Otherwise, it is zero. The second to 1 + \Br \ + |^|-th 
entry of the vector are ep{a + bm) and e(p’i)(a + ba) (mod 2) for each p and (p, i) 
respectively in a fixed order. The last \C\ entries are the property indicators for the 
ordered pair (a, 6).i.e. 
v{a,b) = (1 or 0,1,0,0,1,...,0，1，1,1广\0,1,0 1广）. 
|<Br| |<Ba| |C| 
Each entry specifies one special property for (a, b). If the indicator is 1, a + ha has 
not a square root in Q(a) • For example, the quadratic character for a prime number 
in Chapter 4 is one of the special properties . 
After the previous stage, we have a set V of enough ordered pairs which satisfy 
(1.4), (1.5) and (1.6). Let W be a 1 x |V| matrix with column vectors v{a, b) for all 
(a, b) e V. By Propositions (2.2), (2.3) and the property of the property indicators, 
a subset S of V satisfies (1.2) and (1.3) if v{a, b) is in the kernel of W. Since the 
kernel of W is non-empty if |V| is greater than 1, the number of ordered pairs we 
need should be greater than 1. In this stage, we describe how to find out the set <5 
that satisfies (1.2) and (1.3). First, we find the kernel o f W by Gaussian elimination. 




If f3 = /i(a), where h{x) G Z[x], is a square root of 7, then 
^(7) = i;{pf = h(my (mod n). 
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Moreover, V^7) is a perfect square. Let x be its square root. Then, we have the 
relation 
- x^ = h{m)^ (mod n). 
For at least half of the cases, gcd (x, /i(m)) is not trivial. 
By [6], finding the square root of 7 is equivalent to solving the equation 
x^ — 7 = 0. 
First, we need to find a prime p such that g{x) is irreducible over Fp. Suppose 
7 = Co + cia H h CdOi^ where Ci G Z. We define 7 mod p to be 7 二 (Co mod p) + 
(ci mod p)a + ——h (¾ mod p)a^. Since Z[a]/pZ[a] = Z[x]|{p,g{x)) ^ F^d, we can 
consider 7 modp as an element in F^d. Moreover, a simple algorithm in [11] could 
be used to find the square root of 7 (mod p) in ¥pd. Next, choose one of the 
two square roots /¾. By Newton's method, if f3pi is a square of 7 (mod p”，then 
/^2 _^x ( 、-1 
j3pi + kp is a square root of 7 (mod p'+i) where k 三(^^) ( 2 " ) (mod p). 
Since � 三 ( 5 (mod p”，[3pi = |3 for a large enough i. 
Remark : The coefficients of f3 in terms of a are very large and the coefficients will 
be larger and larger as i increases. As a result, it costs too much to calculate / 3 � — 7 
even if one uses fast multiplication techniques. To solve this problem, J-M Couveigns 
6] works with many different moduli rrii = pf for small ki. First, different pi is used 
with the following properties: 
g[x) is irreducible over Fp. (1.10) 
• n � � | t h e maximal coefficient of h{x)\. (1.11) 
^ 
Then, we find out, as above, the square root /3 k^ of 7 (mod p\') for different pi. If 
Pi 
j3 is a square root of 7, then —^ is also a square root of 7. As a result, it could be 
that /3^k,三 p (mod p^) but p^k,三—/? (mod p � ” . Since N(-/3) = -N(/3) for 
odd degree d, we can distinguish whether (3卩、三 |3 or — /3 (mod p f ” by checking 
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the norm of (5 k^. Suppose N(") is positive, we can check [3 三[5^ k, (mod pf) if Pi 2 
N(/3)三 N ( " � ) (mod p f ) . After we have (3 三"”，< (mod p f ) for each i, suppose 
hi{x) e 'Z[x] such that hi{a) = /3^k,, then we use the changing moduli algorithm to 
find the coefficients of h(x). As a result, ¢((]) = h{m) can be calculated. 
Changing moduli algorithm 
Let b be the coefficient ofx^ of h{x) and hi be the coefficient of x^ of hi{x). Therefore, 
we have 
bi 三 b (mod rrii), (1.12) 
( - — e ) Y [mi > |6| for e > 0. (1.13) 
\ 2 】 
I 
By Chinese Remainder Theorem, if we set 
M = W m u (1.14) 
i 
Mi = W m j , (1.15) 
j^i 
a,三 Mr^ (mod m,), (1.16) 
then z 二 5^- ttiMibi 三 b (mod M). Moreover, we have b - z — qM. The idea of 
Changing Moduli is based on the following equation: 
(b mod n) — ^(z mod n) — q(M mod n)^ mod n. 
We can calculate z (mod n) and M (mod n) by the formulae z = X -^ aiMihi 三 b 
(mod M) and M = Y[. rrii respectively. Then, the question is how to calculate q 
without explicitly finding the quotient of z divided by M. 
By (1.13) and (1.14), |z — qM\ < (| — e)M. As a result, 
… 〈 • + • 〈 … - 已 
Then, q should be the integer part of ^ + |. Therefore, if t is the approximation 
to z within the error of e, q is equal to the integer part of t + |. Such t can be 
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approximated by the following equation 
Z — Y^ CLibi 
- M 一 乙 rrii . 
1 
Therefore, all coefficients of h[x) can be calculated in this way. One asks how large 
an M we need? Thus, we need to derive upper bounds for the coefficients bi of x' 
in h{x) such that f3 = h{a). For g{x) 二 E toCz i ' , we write |M| = ( E t o ^?)^' and 
we let u be an upper bound for all numbers |a|, |6| for which (a, b) G S. 
Proposition 1.2 
With the notations above, we have 
o , . l_S| 
^1 < d2\\g\\^-'{2u\\g\\)^ forO< i <d-l. 
Proof: The field JC has d embeddings into the field of complex numbers, and we 
denote the image of an element r G JC under the A:-th embedding by r(&). We have 
r n ? = i ( z - W )， a n d 
d 
max(l, |a|(")) < ^ m a x ( ! , |ap) < ||^|| (1.17) 
j=i 
for each k. The first inequality is trivial, and the second is due to Landau [13, 
chapter IV, Section 3.3 . 
Let So,Si,'--,5d-i G JC be defined by ^ . t J ^i^' = 9/{^ — <^ ), so that 
5i = J^jIo~' Ci+j+i^^. By [14, Chapter III, Proposition 2] we have 
, 了 （ 站 、 + 作 ） 。1幻 bz = TV^7"^ =- > ,(⑴、， L18 
9 ⑷ 台 9 M”） 
where Tr : K, ~ ~ � Q is the trace function. The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and 
(1.17) imply that 
|#)| < l b l | 2 ' f 1^)1¾' < d||p||2([0 (0 < i < d — 1). 
j=o 
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From 2 
_ ^ 2 = n |a + 6a(^)l<(2.|M|)l^l, 
“ … ） i a % \ s 
we obtain 
丨 叫 乏 ^ ？ ^ ； 丨 秦 - 請 举 
S 9 (…） 
as required.D 
If g is chosen as in stage 1, then we have ||d| < V^ . ni and \m\ < ni, and 
therefore, 
,s+d-i 1 — i/A 厂 1 \ \s\ 
bi\ < d~^~ . n d(^2uvd . n])j. 
Note that the three factors in this upper bound are of completely different orders of 
magnitude. In fact, the last factor has millions of decimal digits, the middle one has 
between one and two hundred digits, and the first one has just a few digits. This 
inequality can help us to choose the value M. 
Chapter 2 
Algebraic knowledge 
The problem that we mainly concern in this chapter is how we can make the product 
of di + bia to be the square of an element in Z[a]. Throughout this chapter, 0 is 
the ring of integers of a number field K of degree d. Basically, 0 contains all the 
elements in JC with minimal polynomial in Z[x]. In 0, u is a unit if and only if 
N{u)l 二 1 . 7T is prime in 0 if ab e 7rO implies that a e vrO or b G 7rO. 0 also 
contains an integral basis {o;i,. • -,0； }^. The set {o;i,. • -,cod} is an integral basis if 
and only if all Ui e 0 and every element of 0 is uniquely expressed in the form 
Yli=i diOOi for ai e Z. 
2.1 Factorization of an ideal over the class of ide-
als 
At stage 2，we need to find out the factorizations of a + bm and a + ba. We define 
that factorization in a set G with multiplication is unique if, whenever 
Pi • • -Pr = Qi • --Qs 
where every pi and qj is irreducible in G, it follows that 
1. r = s 
17 
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2. There is a permutation 7r of { 1 , . . . , r } such that Pi 二 ？兀⑷^/ where u is a unit 
in G. 
It is well-known that the factorization of a + bm in Z is unique. However, it may 
be not unique in Z[a] because 0 is not necessarily a Unique Factorization Domain 
(UFD). So, it is difficult to discuss the factorization in 0 . Before we discuss the 
factorization of an element of 0 , we need a set that multiplication has the UF 
property. That is the class of ideals C of 0. 
Definition 2.1 A non-empty subset A ofK is called a fractional ideal ofK if the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) Ifa,b e A, then a - b G A 
(ii) If a G A and c G 0, then ac G A 
(iii) There is an element d G 0 where d ^ 0 such that dA C 0 
Definition 2.2 IfA,B are fractional ideal of 0, we define 
A + B = {a + 6|^^ehnd6eB}, 
k 
AB = {^^ ciibi I di G A and bi G B}. 
i=l 
Let A and B be ideals of 0. We define A | B if B C A. From the above 
definitions, we have that the non-zero fractional ideals of 0 form an Abelian group 
under multiplication. Moreover, C has the UF property, i.e. every non-zero ideal 
of 0 can be written as a product of irreducibles, uniquely up to the order of the 
factors, where an ideal A of 0 is irreducible if, whenever B and C are ideals of 0 
with .4 = BC, either B = 0 or C 二 0. We define an ideal A of 0 is prime ideal 
if, whenever B and C are ideals of 0 with A | BC, either A | B or A | C. Every 
non-zero ideal of 0 can also be written as a product of prime ideals uniquely up to 
the order of the factors. 
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The next question is how to factorize an ideal in C. Suppose A is a non-zero 
ideal of 0 , we define 
- Af{A) = \OIA\. 
Then, M[A) clearly is a positive integer and we will describe the properties for the 
product of ideals in the rest of this chapter. 
We define A [ { /^ , . . . ,A i } ] 二 ！¢161^ 7:(/¾)!^  where a^  : K ~~> C are the distinct 
monomorphisms and let A = A[{cJi, . . . ,^d}] where {o;i, • • -,0；^} is an integral 
basis of 0 . Suppose {^ i , . . •, M in 0 is a basis of K over Q. We have 
d 
Pj = ^ rriijUJi, for rriij G Q 
2 = 1 
and then, 
A[{f3u ...，Pd}] = det M^A where M 二 (m^). 
If we define the index f of a to be |0/Z[a]|, then, 
A [ { l , c v . . , a ‘ i } ] = /2A. 
Theorem 2.1 With N defined as above, 
(a) Every ideal A ofO with A • 0 has a Z-basis {ai, •.., ad} where d is the degree 
ofJC. 
(b) We have 
糊 二 | 八 [ { 〜 . ， ’ * 
where A is the discriminant ofJC. 
Proof: 
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(a) Let {ui,.. -,uJd} be an integral basis for 0. Suppose 7 is a non-zero element 
in A. The set {jcoi,. •. ’ juJd} is a linearly independent set in A. So, the rank 
oiA is d. Since 0 is a free Abelian group under addition and A is a subgroup 
of 0, we can find a Z-basis { a i , . . • ， � } for A. 
(b) Let {cJi,.. -,cJd} be a Z-basis for 0, and suppose a^  二 X^;i ^u^J- Therefore 
JV(A) = \OlA\ and it is easy to show that |C>/A| 二 |det c^|. Then, we have 
( \2 
A[ {a i , - - - , ad } ] = (det(c^)) A[{o;i,.. . ,cJd} 
二 (劑)2八. 
Therefore, part(b) is proved.D 
Corollary 2.1 If 0 G K, f5 i^ 0, then 
M{po) = iNm. 
Proof: A Z-basis for j30 is given by {Pcuu .. .,A^d}. The result follows from the 
definition of A[{/^i,. • •, (3d}] and Theorem 2.1. We have 
m m 二 |拳1,?~』 




Theorem 2.2 IfA and B are non-zero ideals ofO，then 
Af{AB) =Af{A)Af{B). 
Proof: By unique factorization of ideals and induction on the number of factors, it 
is sufficient to prove that 
A ^ ( _ 二 AA(.4)A/"(^) 
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when 屯 is a prime ideal of 0 . 
Define a homomorphism, 
01 ： 0|A^ 一 0|A 
by </>i(;r + A^) = X + A. The kernel of ¢1 二 yV^?^- By Lagrange's Theorem, 
|OMq}| = \0/A\\A/A^\. (2.1) 
Similarly, we consider another homomorphism 
¢2 ： 0 — AjA^ 
where ¢2(^) = xfi^A^ and P is a fixed element in A - A^. If we have an ideal B of 
0 such that A � B � A ^ . Then, 0 � B A ' ^ � ^ . It implies that B = A or A^. 
Therefore, A^ + f30 = A. This means that ¢2 is surjective with k e r n e l � ^ . 
Since A + A^, O/ker((^2)丰 0. That implies the kernel of02 is ^ - By Lagrange's 
Theorem again, 
AIA \^ = |C>/q3|. (2.2) 
Combining the equations (2.1) and (2.2), we have 
AT(^)=AA(^OP). 
• 
Let ^} be a prime ideal. Therefore, 0 | ^ is finite integral domain. It implies 
that 0 | ^ is a field. As a result, ^ is a maximal ideal. It means that prime ideals 
are maximal ideals. Since 0 | ^ is a field, 0 / ^ = ¥pd where ¥pd is a field with p^ 
elements. We define that residual degree of 平 to be d. 
Suppose |3 in 0 is a square root 0 f 7 in 0. By Theorem 2.2, J\f is a homomorphism 
from C to Z*. Corollary 2.1 gives us a simple equation to calculate the norm Af of a 
principal ideal. Therefore, Af{PO) is a square root o iN{^0 ) . However, the converse 
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is not true. For example, consider the associate elements 2 + i and - 1 + 2i in I^[i . 
N((2 + i ) ( - l + 2¾)) = 52 but (2 + i ) ( - l + 2i) 二 i�2 + if is not a square in Z[i . 
Therefore, we need to know more about the factorization of ideals. 
Theorem 2.3 Let K = Q(a) be a number field, where a is an algebraic inte-
ger, whose minimal polynomial is denoted by g{x). Let f be the index of a,i.e. 
f = [0 : Z[a]]. Then, for any prime p not dividing f one can obtain the prime 
decomposition ofpO as follow. Let 
t 
9{x) = Y [ 9 i { ^ y (modp) 
i=l 
be the decomposition of g into irreducible factors in ¥p[x], where the 仍 are taken to 
be monic. Then 
t K ^ = n p , � 
i=i 
where 
^^ = {p.9^{c^))=v0 + g^{a)0. 
Furthermore, the residual degree fi is equal to the degree di of gi, 
Before we prove the above Theorem, we need the following Lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 
(1) For all i, either p^ = 0, or O/pi is field of cardinality p^' 
(2) I f i _ j then p, + p, = 0 
(3) pO divides pl' ...pp i.e. p[' .. • pf C pO 
Proof of Theorem 2.3 Suppose p^  / 0 for 1 < i < s and pi = 0 for s < i < t. 
By Lemma 2.1(1), the ideals p^  are prime for i < s, since by the definition of p^ , we 
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have pi\pO and fi 二 di. By Lemma 2.1(2), p, are different prime ideals for 1 < i < s. 
By Lemma 2.1(3), we have the factorization of 
- s 





It implies that ^ 
n = y^^Cjdj. 
i=l 
If a < ei or s < t, then n < J^i=i cA- Therefore, Q = e^  and s = t. 
• 
Proof of Lemma 2.1 
( 1 ) Since gi is irreducible over F ,^ Ki = W^[x]|[gi) = Z[x]|{p,gi) is a field of degree 
di over Fp and its cardinality is p � . 
Let ¢) be the natural homomorphism from Z[x] to 0/p^ by sending x to a 
(mod pi). Clearly, the kernel of 0 contains {p,gi{x)). Since Z[x]/{p, Qi{x)) is a 
field, we have kernel of 0 = {p, gi{x)) or Z[x]. Suppose uf 三 1 (modp). If 
E t i « # e G then 
t t 




^{uy^^{fajX^)) — y^^aja^ mod p. 
i=l i=l 
That proves 0 is surjective. As a result, p^  二 0 or O/^i = Z[x]/(p, gi) = F^ d^ . 
(2) Since gi and Qj are coprime in Fp[x], there exist polynomials ri{x) and r2(x) 
such that 
ri{x)gi{x) + r2{x)gj{x) - 1 G pZ[x . 
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It follows that 
r1(a)p,(a) + r2(a)p^(a) 二 1 (mod pO). 
Since 1 G pi + pj, Pz + Pj = 0. 
(3) I f / ?G pei. . .pe' , then 
t 
P 二 Y[{P^i + 9i{c^)^tY' for u” Vi e 0. 
i=i 
It follows that t 
/^  = ! ! (仍⑷仏广 ( m o d pO). 
i=i 
It implies that 
t 
/ 5 e ( p , r u ( w ' ' ) -
Z==1 
Thus, we iieed to show that 
t 









It proves our leinnia. 
• 
Let .4 he an ideal of 0. Since Z is a Principal Ideal Dornain(PID), i.e. every 
ideal of Z is principal, \ve have aZ = .4 n Z. Suppose a and f are relatively prirne, 
and a 二 pipo . • • Ps where /;, is a prime mimber in Z. Since .4 | aO, we have 
,4 I p1Op2O •. • p_,0. Therefore, the factorization of ] can be found by finding the 
factorization of p,0. However, the XFS algorithm only considers the factorization 
of (a + ba)0. The following Theorem gives us a simpler factorization of ideals of 
the form (a + ba)0. 
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Theorem 2.4 
If a and b are coprime integers, then any prime ideal ^ which divides (a + ba)0, 
either divides the index f ofa or is of degree 1. 
Proof: Let p be a prime number in ^ . Then, p J( b. Otherwise, p | a, and it con-
tradicts that a and b are coprime integers. Now assume that p J( f and let b] and 
/—1 be the inverses of b and f in F^  respectively. Then, a 三一a6_i (mod ^ ) . If 
/3 G 0, then ff3 二 h(a) for some h{x) G Z[x]. Thus, f3 三 /-i"(—a6—i) (mod ^ ) . 
Therefore, we can define a mapping 0 from 0 / ^ to ¥p by 仰)=f~^h{-ab~^) 
(mod p). Since 0(x) = x for any x G Fp, the mapping 办 is onto. Clearly, the ker-
nel of 0 contains ¢ . Since (5 三 / - i " ( - a 6 _ i ) (mod 刺，f-^ h[-ah-^ ) + 0 for any 
p 0 ^ . Therefore, the kernel of 小 is ^ . As a result, 0 / ^ = F .^ This proves that ^ 
is a degree 1 ideal. 
• 
If a prime ideal ^ divides / , i.e. f G 屯，then Af{^) divides N(f ) . Let 
^ i , ^ 2 , - - ' , V s be the prime factors of (a + ba)Oand gcd(AA(^),N(/)) = 1 for alli. 
Since % does not divide / , 恥 is a degree one prime ideal. By Theorem 2.3,恥 is gen-
erated by a prime integer pi and a-Cp.j where Cp^j is a root of g{x) mod Pi. We write 
(p, Cp,i) for the ideal generated by p and a-Cp^i. Suppose {a^ba)0 二 n j = i f e，〜，力产 
where (p ,^ Cp.jJ are distinct prime ideals, and N(a + ba) and f are relatively prime. 
If (p, Cp,i) I (a + ba)0, we have a + ha 三 0 mod (p, Cp^ ). It implies that a + bCp,i 三 0 
(mod p). Therefore, it is impossible that (p, Cp,jJ | (a + 6a)C> with Cp,i 丰 Cp,i! mod p. 
We have that pi are distinct. 
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2.2 Existence of the square roots of an element in 
the ring of algebraic integers 
Before we discuss the existence ofthe square root, we start with the following propo-
sitions. 
Proposition 2.1 
Ifa and b are coprime integers, and N(a + ba) and f are coprime integers, then 
s 
(a + M O = n ( ^ , A ” ( — ( ^ ' " 
i=l 
where pi are distinct. 
Proof: Since a and b are coprime integers, and N(a+6a) and f are coprime integers, 
the factors of {a+ba)0 are the first degree prime ideals. Let (pi, Cp^j^)^' •. • (Ps, Cp,jJ^' 
be the factorization of (a + ba)0 where pi are distinct. Since (Pi, Cp.jJ| (a + ba)0, 
we have a + bCp^j^ 三 Omod^>i. Therefore, t(pi,ji){a + ba) 二 e^(N(a + ba))= 
ep{M{{a^ba)0))=^ki. • 
Proposition 2.2 
Let S be a finite set of coprime integer pairs (a, b) with the property that n(a,b)e<s(a + 
ba) is the square of an element in Q(a) and N(H(a,6)G5(^ + ^^))肌^ f are relatively 
prime. Then, for each prime p and Cp,i，we have X(a,b)es Hp,i){^~^^^)三 0 (mod 2). 
Proof: Since N(n(a,&)es(a + ba)) and f are relatively prime, N(a + ba) and f are 
relatively prime for each {a,b) e S. Therefore, {a+ba)0 = 11^1(厂“^ “^力”(朽。、)(奸"。）. 
Ifn(a,6)G5(^+H is the square ofan element ofQ(a),then {pi, 〜，A)&a’^ sep“、（a+M 
is a square of an ideal. Therefore, we have Y2(a,h)es Hp,i)i^ + ba)三 0 mod 2 for each 
prime p and root Cp,i of g{x) in Fp. 
• 
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Proposition 2.3 
Let S be afinite set of coprime integerpairs (a, b). Then, Yl{a,b)esi^+^^) “ ^ square 
if and only if E(a,b)e<s ^p(a + bm) = 0 (mod 2) and the product n(a，b)es(�+ ^ 爪)仏 
positive. 
Proof: Since F[(a,6)e5(^ + M = Yl^ p (^a,b)es^ pi<^+bm)^  the proposition is proved 
immediately. 
• 
Suppose 7 = ri(a,6)G5(^+^^) where S is a finite set of coprime integer pairs (a, h), 
and N(n(a,6)65(^+M) and f are relatively prime. l^J2{a,b)es e(p,i)(a+M 三 0 mod 2 
for each prime p and root Cp,i of g{x) in F^, the ideal generated by 7 is the square of 
an ideal of 0 . However, our goal is that 7 is the square of an element in Z[a]. That is, 
7 = p2 for some j3 G Z[a]. Moreover, if 7 has a square root in 0, it is not necessarily 
in Z[a]. To deal with this problem, we need an element u in 0 such that uO C Z[a . 
If such u is found, we replace 7 with cj^7. Therefore, a square root 0fcj^7 must exist 
in Z[a] if a square root of 7 exists in 0. Suppose g{x)/{x — a) = ^^~Q 6iX\ where Si 
is in 0 . From [14, Chapter III, Proposition 2], {^/^/ '(a),(^i/^/ '(a), .-- ,&_i/5^'(a)} 
and {1, a, •..，a^~^} have the following properties: 
(i) {So/g'{a),5i/g'{a),.. -,Sd-i/g'{a)} and {1, a, •. - ,o;^"^} are bases of K over Q. 
(ii) 
f 
S,a^ 1 if i 二 7. 
Tr(4fr) 二 
9 � 0 if i + j. \ 
If g'{a)j = E t o Cia�Tr(^^^) = Tr(^7) = a. Since 6^ e 0, we have a G Z. i.e. 
g'{a)^ G Z[a]. Therefore, we calculate the square root of {g'{a))^ f|(a b)es(^ + bo^) 
instead of n(a，&)e>s(�+ ^^)-
Another problem is that 0 is not necessarily a UFD. i.e. some elements in 0 may 
not be factorized uniquely into a product of irreducible elements. If 0 is a UFD, we 
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can use the irreducible elements in 0 instead of the prime ideals of C. Therefore , 
we only concentrate to find the square root of a unit in 0 when we need to find a 
square root of an element. At last, we discuss the difficulty when we assume that 0 
is not U F D . 
Recall that an element A in 0 is irreducible if A 二 ytii/i2 implies fii or fj^ is unit 
in 0 . It is easy to check that the generator w of a prime ideal ^ is irreducible. Since 
^ is prime ideal, yr = /i1/i2 implies that /ii or 灼 is in ^3. W i t h out loss of generality, 
assume /ii G ¢ . Therefore, p i = jru where u G 0. As a result, u|jL2 二 1- It shows 
that 7T is irreducible. 
Theorem 2.5 The factorization of elements of 0 into irreducibles is unique if and 
only if every ideal of 0 is principal. 
P r o o f : Suppose every ideal is principal. Let /3 be an element in 0. B y our assump-
tion, p O — ^ 1 ^ 2 •. - ^ 5 where ^¾ is a prime ideal with generator Tr^ . Therefore, 
P = ( r e = i ^ . ) ^ ' - Since A f { P 0 ) - A / X n t a ( ^ A ) ) , we have N { p ) = + N ( n L i ^ O . 
It implies that N{P') = ± 1 . Thus，p' is a unit of 0. Since 7r^  is a generator of 
a prime ideal 队 7Vi is irreducible. T o prove uniqueness we show that every ir-
reducible is prime. Suppose f3 = 7r1 . . • 7r^  = i^[ . • • 7r^  where Hi and ir'j are prime 
for any i and j. It is easy to show that 7r^O and 7TjO are prime ideals for all i 
and j. Moreover, f30 = 7r1O • • • 7TrO 二 7riC>...7r;C9. W e have r = s. Otherwise, 
7TiO • • • 7VrO and 7r[0 • • ‘ n'^O are two different factorizations of p O . Since 7r1 is 
prime, we can find n'-^ such that 7r1 二 7r'“Uii where U{^ is a unit of 0. Then , 
7T2 . . • 7Tr = 7T'i •. •兀“—1^^{1兀“+1... < • Continu6 to iepeat the above step. W e have a 
permutation 4> of { 1 , . . . , r} by defining 0 ( j ) 二 i] such that 7Tj = 兀 “ ( 力 . 
Suppose 7T is irreducible. Therefore, 0 | [ ^ 0 ) is a finite integral, i.e. it is a field. 
It implies that 7rO is a maximal ideal. Suppose 7r | ^X but 7r /f //. T h e fact that 
7T ){fj. implies the ideal (7r, / / ) generated by n and fi contains 7rO, so by maximality, 
(7r, |j,) = 0. Then 1 G (7r, / i ) , so 1 = cn + dfj. where c, d e 0. Mult iplying by A 
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yields A = c7rA + d^,X where c, d e 0 and since 7r | /iA, we find n | (c7rA + dfj,X), so 
7T I A. This shows ir to be prime and completes the proof of the unique factorization 
of elements. 
To prove the converse, if the factorization of elements is unique, it will be suf-
ficient to prove that every prime ideal is principal. For every ideal in 0 , it can be 
factorized to be a product of prime ideals. Since prime ideals are principal and the 
product of principal ideals is principal, all ideals of 0 are principal. 
Let ^ ^ 0 be a prime ideal of 0 and pZ 二 识门 Z for a prime p in Z. We can 
factorize p as a product of irreducible elements in 0, say p 二 兀?兀�2.. .yrf^ Since 
^} 1 pO and 平 is a prime ideal, it follows that 3^ | 7TiO for some i. Since 7Ti is 
irreducible, iTi is prime. Therefore, the principal ideal 7TiO is prime. Thus,屯 | 7TiO 
where both, ^ and niO are prime. Since prime ideal and maximal are the same in 
the number fields,屯 and 7TiO are maximal ideals. It implies that ^ = 7TiO. So,屯 
is principal. 
• 
Suppose that T is the multiplication group of fractional ideals. A fractional ideal of 
0 is principal if it is of the form u"^A where A is a principal ideal of 0. It is easy 
to check that the set V of principal fractional ideals is a subgroup of T. We define 
the class group of 0 to be the quotient group 
U 二 T|V. 
The class number h is defined to be the order of? / . Therefore, 0 is UFD if and only 
if h — 1. For class number 1 quadratic field , if discriminant is negative, it could 
only be -3,-4,-7,-8,-ll,-19,-43,-67 or -163. Although there are infinity many positive 
discriminants with h =1 for quadratic fields, there is a great chance that our ring 
0 of integers does not have the UF property. The following example illustrates the 
problem when JC is not a UFD. 
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In K = Q ( V ^ ) , the minimal polynomial of 4 ^ is x^ + 5 and the integer ring 
of JC is 0 = Q ( V ^ ) is Z [ v ^ ] . Since 1 is a root of a;^  + 5 (mod 3), (3, V ^ + 
1) is a prime ideal. Moreover, ( 3 , v ^ + 1) is not principal ideal. Otherwise, if 
(3, v ^ + 1) 二 aC^ we have that a/^i and aP2 equal to 3 and \[~^ + 1 for some 
pi, /¾ e 0 respectively. By considering their norm, we have N(a) 二 3. Therefore, 
we have a element a + b\f^ such that a^ + 56^  = 3. This is impossible. It is easy 
to check that ( 3 , V ^ + 1) is a square root of the principal ideal ( - 2 + y ^ ^ ) 0 . As 
a result, the square root of a principal ideal may not be principal. 
Moreover, a better modification is discussed in Chapter 4 and the modification 
makes the product possibly has a square root in 0 . 
Chapter 3 
Run time analysis and Practical 
result 
After the description of the algorithm, we next discuss the time analysis of the algo-
rithm. In practice, the time taken in stage 1 can be neglected when compared with 
the time taken in stage 2 and stage 3. More precisely, the time consuming parts in 
the algorithm are the sieving stage, solving a linear equation and finding the square 
root. 
Recall that 1 is the length of v{a, b) and V is the set of order pairs (a, b) satis-
fying (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6). Let u 二 rnax(|amin|,|amao;|,|6min|,|6maa:|). Then, The 
sieving time is 从？如⑴ where o(l) ~^ 0 as u ~^ oo. The time required to find the 
kernel of the factorization matrix by Gaussian elimination is /3+o(i) but the cost can 
be improved to be / ^ + � � by using the Wiedemann coordinate recurrence algorithm 
'22]. Couveignes [6] takes time C>(|Vp) to construct the square root 7. In the rest of 
this chapter, we discuss the time analysis of the overall algorithm and what factors 
dominate the algorithm. 
31 
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3.1 Relation between sieving over X and finding 
the linear dependencies 
In chapter 1, we have defined 
Ln(u,v) = exp(^;(logn)11oglogn)i—”. 
Throughout this chapter, Ln{u,v + o{l)) is abbreviated to Ln{u, v). In the discussion 
of the run time analysis, the result is based on a conjecture from J.P. Buhler, H.W 
Lenstra, JR. and C. Pomerance [16 • 
Conjecture 3.1 For each integer n with n > 256； one can choose d, u and y such 
that 
d = ( 3 * + o ( l ) ) ( l o g n / l o g l o g n ) l n > d^^' > 1 
(1 / 8 V � 
U = br = ba = Ln ( - , [^"j +0(1) 
for n ~> 00； and such that the algorithm in chapter 1, on input n,d, u, br and ha, 
succeeds either in finding a non-trivial factor of n or in proving that n is prime, in 
time at most 
L . f i ( 6 4 / 9 ) U o ( l ) ) (3.1) 
v ^ 
for n ~^ oo. Moreover，this is optimal in the sense that for general n and for all 
choice of d, u, br and ha satisfying n > cP^ > 1 for which the algorithm is successful, 
the expression (3.1) is a lower bound for the time taken by the algorithm. 
Before we discuss the run time analysis, we state some properties of the function 
Lji-
Theorem 3.1 Refer the above notation, we have the following equality: 
(a) cLn{u, v) = Ln{u, v) for any constant c. 
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(b) Ln{u, ^ i ) + Ln{u, V2) = Ln(U, max{v1,V2)). 
Proof: 
(a) Since cLn(u,v) 二 Ln(w,^; + logc/(Zo"n)11oglogn)i-”， 
log c / ( l o g n)^( log log n)^~" 二 0 as n ^ 00 
when u,v are fixed. Therefore, cLn{u, v) = Ln(u,v). 
(b) W i t h out loss of generality, let Vi be the maximal value of Vi and V2. 
Ln{u,Vi) ^Ln{u,V2) = Ln(u,Vi){l + o(l)) 
= L n ( u , Vi) exp (log(l + 0(1))) 
— T ( I l o g ( l + 0 ( l ) ) 
— L - ( u , " i + ( i o g n ) - ( l o g l o g n ) i - - J 
二 Ln{u,Vi) 
since 
l o g ( l + o ( l ) ) � ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ = 0 for n ~> 00. 
( l o g n ) " ( l o g l o g n ) i - " 
• 
Suppose 
f l o g n y . i 
d ~ S -~~-—— ，(5 二 33, 
V l o g l o g n； 
i , ,2 1、 
m ^ nd = Ln{-, ^), 
K = Ln{^,fi), 
ba = ^n(g' ^)' 
u = L n ( - , e) where / i , A , e and S are fixed constant. 
3 
Refer to the above notations, the sieve takes time u ? + � ( ” 二 Ln(^, 2e). For 
convenience to analyze, we assume fi equals to A. 
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Suppose we do not use the property indicators described in chapter 1. Let 7r (^x) 
be the number of primes in Z not exceeding the real number x and 7Ta{x) be the 
number of prime ideals of 0 with norm not exceeding the real number x. Therefore, 
solving a linear equation takes time 
, � / \ 2+o(l) 
/2+oW = ( i “ 6 r )+Wa(W • 
\ / 
Since 7Tr{x) = x/logx as x •> oo, 7r^ (a:) is approximated by x/logx. Moreover, the 
approximation can be used to approximate the number of prime ideals of 0 with 
norm not exceeding the number x [14, Chapter XV, Theorem 4, pp 315]. Since 
/ / 1 \x / 1 2 \ 
log (^ L^  (^3 '^ j j = exp (^  log X + - log log n + - log log log n^  
= e x p ( o ( l ) ( l o g n ) * ( l o g l o g n ) ^ ) 
/1 \ 
二 Ln - , 0 , 
\3 y 
solving the linear system takes time 
/ / 1 \ ( I \ x2+o(l) / / 1 \x2+o(l) / 1 \ 
[7Tr{Ln (^-,Mj)+7Ta(L^ (^3,Aj) j 二 (L^ |^-,max(/i,A)J j =L^ (^-,2/i^ • 
If f_L and e are not equal, either the sieving stage or the solving of a system of linear 
equation would be the most time consuming part in the algorithm. As a result, 
/i = e. 
3.2 Relation between the size of a factor base and 
finding the linear dependencies 
If the two bounds, br and ba, are too small, we require to sieve over a larger interval 
1 in order to get sufficient pairs (a, b). However, it wastes a lot of time and storage 
to solve the system of equation if the bounds are too large. 
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Theorem 3.2 Let (/>(x, y) be the number of integers z in the range 1 < z < x which 
are y-smooth. If e is an arbitrary positive constant, then uniformly for x > 10 and 
y > (logz)i+% 
0(:r,y) = a : f ^ + ) , 
where u 二 l o g x / log^. 
Proof: see [17 . 
• 
If X = L{u,v), y = L(s,t), 
l o g x V (log n)^ (log log n y ~ ^ 
qj^ 
l o g y t ( l ogn )^ ( l og log n y - ^ 
V ( l o g n \^~^ • ‘ ,, 
t \log\ognJ . 
Therefore, 
Hx,y) — u+o{u) 
— LL 
X 
= e x p (logii(-ii + o{u))) 
= e x p {-u logw(l — o(l))) 
二 exp (—i(logn)"-Toglogn)i-("—^ {u — s + a;1+a;2) (1 — o ( l ) ) ) 
where o;, = ^ and � � = - ( u — . ) ( ™ ^ ) . 
For n ^  00, o;i =⑴】=0. Therefore, ^ = Ln{u — s, ^ ^ ) _ i . We have, 
2 1 
a - bm| < 2mu < L ^ ( - , - ) , 
0 0 
d 
|N(a-6a)| 二 6〜(》=^ 2。她—* 
i=0 
2 1 
< dmu^ < Ln{-,e6 + - ) . 
3 0 
The number of pairs (a, b) which satisfy the conditions (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6), is 
expected to be 
" 2 ^ ： ^ ( 2 觀 ， " ^ 妳 觀 ' 人 ） = 4 ( 臺 , 2 6 - 击 - 芸 - 击 ) -
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Since we want the kernel of the factorization matrix to contain non-trivial elements, 
the number of pairs (a, b) should be greater than 1. i.e. 1 is at least equal to 
/1 —丄—竺_丄、 
� V3' ^ " ^ " ^ " ^ y 
We have the equality 
2 e - i — S — & = max(A,W (3.2) 
Since /_i 二 A and p = e, 
" - J ^ + 0 (3.3) 
It follows that the optimal value of jJL is 2/6^. If the run time for the sieve and 
finding the linear dependencies are equal, jjL, A and e are equal to (8/9)¾, 6 is equal 
to 1/3* and the total run time is L^ (-，(64/9)*). That verifies the conjecture. 
However, if we use the Gaussian elimination to solve the system of linear equations, 
the optimal value of fi is 4/(3(^”, ^ and A are equal to (1/3)1, e = (9/8)*，S is equal 
to 2/3- and the total run time is Ln (|, 9 - ) . 
3.3 Practical consideration 
One would observe that the choice of the degree d of the field depends on n. Since 
N(a + ha) is bounded by L^(|, e6 + |), the larger the degree of the polynomial, the 
larger the size of the bound. Therefore, using a larger degree may not improves the 
run time of the algorithm. C. Pomerance[16] suggests that if number n is less than 
120 digits, a number field of degree 3 or 5 is enough. 
Finally, although NFS is the asymptotically fastest known factoring algorithm 
for large integers, the practical importance for small integers should not be over-
stated. Multiple Polynomial Quadratic Sieve(MPQS)[19] is the best general purpose 
factoring algorithm for integers less than approximately 120 digits. Its run time is 
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exp((l + o(l)) v^(logn)(loglogn)). Therefore, we suggest to use MPQS to factor an 
integer n with less than 120 digits. 
Chapter 4 
Improvement of the algorithm 
The time consuming parts of the algorithm are mainly sieving over X, solving sys-
tem of equation and computing the square root. In this chapter we discuss the 
modification of NFS to factorize an integer n basing on these three parts. 
During the discussion, g{x) = Co + CiX H h QX^ is a irreducible polynomial in 
7j[x]. Moreover, a is a root of g{x) in some extension field over Q and m is a root 
of g{x) in Z^. With the notation in Chapter 3, we recall that 
f iogn y ！ 
d « 5 ,(^ = 33, \log logn / 
1 , ,2 1 � 
m ^ nd = Ln[-,-), 
K 二 " M f A O , 
ba = L n ( ? A ) , 
u = Ln(- , e) where /x,A,e and 6 are fixed constant. 
0 
4.1 Quadratic characters 
In stage 3, for any pair (a, b) in V, the last |C| entries oft'(a, b) are the property indi-
cators for the order pair (a, b). One type of the property indicators is the quadratic 
38 
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character. Let us consider an example: In the field Q(\/3) generated by a root 
of polynomial g{x) 二 x^ — 3，the element 2 + v ^ has norm N(2 + v^) 二 1. So, 
e(p,i)(2,l) = 0 for any (p,^). But its square root is (v^ + v^) /2, which is not an 
element of Q(\/3). The idea is based on above example and the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 Let V be a finite set of coprime integer pairs (a,h) with the property 
that n(a b)ev(^ + ^^) “ the square of an element ofJC. Further let q be an odd prime 
number and s is a root of g{x) (mod p), such that 
a + bs � 0 mod q for each (a, b) G V 
and g\s) • 0 mod q 
Then, we have 
n ( ^ ) - -
{a,b)ev \ ^ z 
Proof: Let q be the first degree prime ideal generated by q and a — s, and u be 
the inverse of g'{s) in Fg. Since 7 = E[(a,6)Gv(^  + ^^) ^^  a element in 0, we have 
5r'(a)7 二 h(a) for some h{x) in Z[x]. Therefore, the mapping 0q : 0 — F ,^ by 
defining (^q(7) = uh{s) (mod q), is a ring epimorphism with kernel q. Moreover, if 
7 has a square root in 0, (^“7) is a quadratic residue mod q. Therefore, ( ^ ^ ) = 1-
So, r w (T) = 1. 
• 
The converse of theorem 4.1 is what we are really interested in. In fact, it does 
hold if the element 7 G 0 — { 0 } satisfies that ^ q ( j ) is quadratic residue m o d q 
for all pairs (g, s). One may asks how many quadratic characters we need. There 
is no bound for the number of quadratic characters. Marije Huizing [15] took 32 
quadratic characters per polynomial to factor 几皿=(12^^^ — 1)/11, a 162-digit 
integer. Therefore, it is enough to use less than 32 quadratic characters to factor a 
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large integer. When we cannot find the square root of 7, we have to increase the 
number of quadratic characters. 
4.2 Finding the square root 
In stage 3，we have 7 = g'{a) U{a,b)evi^ + ^^) and there exists a square root in 
0. If we write 7 as a polynomial of degree less than d in a, the coefficients will be 
gigantic. Then, the conventional method as described in stage 3 costs too much. So, 
we calculate the square root modulo several primes and apply the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem described in the remark of stage 3. The time cost of finding the square 
root is at least 0{\V\^). 
Montgomery [21] attacks the problem by an iterative process with time cost 
0{\V\). First, define 71 = 7. Initialize 1 = 1. If 1 > 1, choose si from {1, - 1 } . Then, 
construct a Si from 7； such that ji+i = jiSf'^ and 7/+1 is smaller than 7/ in some 
sense. After that, we can use the conventional algorithm to calculate the square 
root until ji is small enough for us to apply the algorithm. 
Suppose y/7 = h{a) for some h{x) in Z[x]. For sufficiently large coefficients of 
h{x), the norm of ^/j is strictly increasing when one of the coefficients increases.( 
It is not true for small coefficients.) Therefore, we use the norm to compare 7^ +1 
and 7/. Suppose jO = ^ where A and B are ideals of 0. We define the norm 
of the fractional ideal j O — ^|^. Since the norm of 7 and the norm of j O are 
same, we use the norm of j O to compare instead of the norm of 7. The choice 
of si depends on whether we want to minimize the norm of the numerator or the 
norm of the denominator of the fractional ideal j O . Once 7； becomes sufficiently 
small ( we expect ji with norm 1), the algorithm concentrates on finding the square 
root of 7/. Let {cJi, • • • ,0;^} be an integral basis of 0. If v — 5^f=i Vicu G 0, define 
Ml 二 (t;2_|_.. ._|_^ 2^ |, About the construction of 7/+1 from 7/, it uses a Lattice Basis 
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Reduction (LLL algorithm)[4] to find a basis of short vectors. Given a fractional 
ideal I of 0, we can find a v G I by LLL-algorithm such that 
— 0<||^||<2^^AA(/)^ (4.1) 
The following example illustrates the details of the algorithm and how large the 
n*i A- . 1 
size of ji could be reduced by each iteration. Suppose ^ 0 二 l � i ] with 
1 JU=i 巧 
f [ A ^ f [ B , = 0 (4.2) 
i=l i=l 
where Ai and Bi are ideals of 0 . If we want to minimize the numerator, take 
Si 二 - 1 . Let I 二 n!Lt'i ^i with Af{I) as large as computationally convenient. It 
depends on the limitations of the computer, for example, the limitations of basic 
operations of the computer and the size of memory. Apply LLL-algorithm. We find 
a small non-zero vector v € I satisfying (4.1). If v = E ^ i ViUJi 二 Ylt^i ^ \^\ then 
V'd—l ^'d-2 ^d-s … ^ 0 0 … 0 
0 V'd-1 ^d-2 ( 3 … K … 0 
； 0 ••• _•. ••. • _ . … 0 
� T , � 0 0 0 ( 1 v'd—2 �—3 . . . 0^ 
N(v) � • 
Cd Cd-l Cd-2 • • . Ci Co . . . 0 
0 Cd Cd-l Cd-2 • • . Ci . . • 0 
• • • • • • r\ • • • • • • , , , I I • • • • • • yJ 
0 0 . . . Cd Cd-l Cd-2 • . . Co 
By Hadamard's inequality[23, Prop 2.2.4], 
d d-l 
/d-l \ 2 ( d \ 丁 
\M{vO)\ = |N(^ )| = ^ W ) 2 ^ f e ) 2 = \\vT\\9\\'~' 
\i=l J \i=l ) 
Where _ 二 ( E t o ^ ? ) ' and |KI| 二 ( E t i K ) ' ) ' - Since I | …， 
VO _ M ^ 例 / 4 q . - i K 
( I ) — 糊 - 2 g 1卜『 
< C, 
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where C depends only on g and on the basis {cJi,.. •, Ud}. If we choose Si 二 v, then 
AA(n_i Aji) 
N ( _ ) = A T U W ^ ) 二 _ “ : _ m 
= 观 ^ ] 0 
—^ i I [ t l B ^ ) ^ f { ^ l O | I ) ' 
As a result, the numerator of yJ~^iO decreases at least by a factor I and the 
denominator increases by a factor with norm less than C. The factorization of 
numerator and denominator of ^ ^ ^ 0 are n l i A and YlfJ[^ Bi respectively, where 
Bt2+i = SiO/L However, the numerator and denominator do not necessarily satisfy 
the condition (4.2). Suppose n l i A + ^ + i = I' + 0 . The condition (4.2) can be 
achieved if both the numerator and the denominator are divisible by I'. 
4.3 Solving the linear system of equation 
Refer to the algorithm, we only need to find an element in the kernel of the factor-
ization matrix. Therefore, it does more than we need if we find out the kernel by 
Gaussian elimination. Peter L. Montgomery uses Block Lanczos algorithm[20] to 
find the dependencies over F2. 
Suppose W is a symmetric 1 x 1 matrix over a field JC, and, U and V are vector 
subspaces of K}. We define 
U + V = { i i + i ; | w e Z ^ a n d ^ ; G ) ^ } " , 
U^V = {u^v I u e U and v G V}, 
WU = {Wu I u e U}, 
U^W = {u^W I u e U}. 
Suppose X, y in KJ and U is a subspace of JCK We say that x (mod U) is equal to 
y, which is denoted by x = y (mod U), if x — y is an element in U. 
Our goal in the rest of this section is to solve 
Wx = h. 
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Definition 4.1 A subspace U C K! is said to be W-invertible if it has a basis U 
of column vectors ofU such that U^WU is invertible. 
Suppose a subspace U of K) is H^-invertible and U is a basis of column vectors oiU. 
For any x G K\ we can express x 二 u + v where u G U and U^Wv 二 { 0 } by taking 
u 二 [/(?7丁^1/"?7)-1?7丁^1^：1： and v = x - u. Suppose x = Ui + vi where Ui G U and 
U^Wvi = {0} . Since ui e U, Ui 二 Uy. By the assumption U^Wvi = {0 } , we have 
U^Wx 二 UTWUy. 
It implies 
ui = u{u^wuyW^wx. 
Therefore, if any x is expressed in the form u + v which u G U and U^Wv = {0 } , 
u = U{U^WU)'^U^Wx. It implies that the above representation is unique. 
Suppose we have a collection {Ui]^Q^ of vector subspaces of KJ- such that satisfies 
the following conditions : 
1. Ui is VF-invertible. 
2. UjWUj 二 { 0 } if i + j 
3. WU C U where U = % + Ui + • • • + U^-i 
If b and the solution x of Wx = b are in U, we can express x = J2fJo^ ^j where 
Uj G Uj. By the condition (2), we have 
m—l 




ik 二 Ui{U^WU,)-'U^Wx 
=U,{U^WU,r'U^b, 
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i.e. X 二 5]二1 Ui{U^WUi)-^U^h is a solution of WX 二 b. Therefore, it is easy to 
solve the system of linear equations if we have such collection of vector subspaces. 
We find out the collection {Ui] by the following method. 
Block Lanczos algorithm 
With a symmetric 1 x 1 matrix W over a field JC, and an arbitrary 1 x L matrix Vb, 
the Block Lanczos algorithm iterates, for i = 0 ,1 , . . • 
U, 二 VA, (4-3) 
C,+1,,- = ( U ^ W U j ) - ' U l W ( W U , S l + y.), (4.4) 
i 
Vi+i 二 W^K&T + K - ; ^ f / ) . C W i , j . . (4-5) 
j=o 
In (4.3), the L x Li matrix Si {U < L) consists of zeros except for exactly one 1 per 
column and at most one 1 per row, that is the selecting columns from Vi for Ui. We 
select Ui using as many columns of Vi as we can, subject to the requirement that 
Ui is W-invertible. It is easy to show that S jSi is an identity Li x U matrix. The 
iteration process stops when V^WVi 二 0, say for i = m. 
Theorem 4.2 Suppose Ui is the subspace spanned by the column vectors of Ui. The 
collection {Ui]^Q^ satisfies the conditions (1), (2) and (3). Moreover, 
UjWVi = 0 for 0 < j < i < m. (4.6) 
Proof: The condition (1) is trivial since the selection of Si ensures that Ui is 
Ty-invertible. Since W is symmetric and Ui = ViSi for any i = 1 to m — 1, 
UjWV^ = 0 implies V,^WUj 二 0 and UjW^ = 0. 
We prove (4.6) by induction on i. This assumption is obviously true when k = 0. 
Suppose it is holds for i = k. If i = k + 1 and 0 < j < k, then 
/ k \ 
UjWVk+i = UjW WUkSj + T4 - ^ UjCk+i,j 
\ i=o / 
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=UjW {WUkSj + Vk) - UjWUjCk+i,j 
二 0 
by the choice of Ck+ij- By the induction hypothesis, (4.6) is true. It proves the 
condition (2) and (4.6). 
By the construction of V +^i in (4.5), we have 
i 
^+1¾ 二 ^^&T& + %&-E^CWl,_;.^ 
j=0 
i 




WU, - Vi+iSi-U^^Y^UjC,+i^jSi 
j=0 
=V^+iSi modU; 
where U[ = Uo + Ui • •. + U” i.e. WUi = 0 mod U^  if %+i 二 0 mod U^ Moreover, 
i 
V. = V.+1 - W[/,S,^ + 5 ] ^Q+1,, 
j=o 
二 K+i + (VTt/i)67modZ4 
Therefore, % = 0 mod U- if Vi+i = 0 mod U|. By the assumption Vm 二 0 mod U, 
V^ ), Vi, • • •, Vm mod U are equal to zero. It implies that WU^, WUi, • • •，WUm mod U 
are equal to zero. i.e. WU C U. 
• 
Suppose A is the li x 1 factorization matrix over the field F? where 1 > /i. There-
fore, W = A^A is a symmetric matrix. Then, Wx 二 0 if Ax 二 0.(The converse 
need not be true). If we apply block Lanczos algorithm to W, we take an arbitrary 
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y in K} and calculate Wy. Use this algorithm to solve Wx 二 Wy. Therefore, x — y 
is in kernel of W and we expect that it is also in the kernel of A. 
Remark : Suppose j < i. The term UjWVi = 0 and 
UjW'U, = {SjSj){UjW'U,) 
=Sj{Vj+i - Vj + uywu^ where u G VC] 
-S]Vj^,WUi — UjWU^ = S]v;^,WU,. (4.7) 
If Vm = 0, then Vm-i = WUm-i 0 mod Um-i- It implies that Vj 二 0 mod Uj+i 
inductively. Therefore, UjW^Ui 二 0 'iij < i — 3. As a result the construction of Vi 
can be simplified to 
y,+i 二 WUiSj + y^ —���-K_iCWi，hi — Uh2Ci+i,i-2. 
For implementing the calculation of F^+i in step (iii), one can bring further down 
the number of calculations by using the following steps : 
V^ +1 = MO/i&S7 + % i ^ + l + % - l ^ + l + l^h2i^z+l, 
where 
A+1 = iN - U;{V;"W^VASJ + yri^y.), 
u; - s,[sJv^wv,s,)-'sJ, 
^ + 1 � -UUV^WVASj, 
Fm = -uU{iL-vl,wv,^,uu)y< 
[vl,w'v,^^s,^,sU + Vl,WV,_,)S,Sj. 
About the running time, Peter. L. Montgomery [20] shows that when A has d 
nonzero entries per row on average, the time needed by Block Lanczos algorithm is 
expected to be 0{df|L) + 0 { f ) . 
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4.4 Reusing the computation 
When the algorithm cannot find a factor of n within reasonable time, it may need 
to change to another number field. That is to choose another irreducible polyno-
mial and run the algorithm again. Suppose the new polynomial and the previous 
polynomial have the same root m, then the sieving part of a + hm for the two poly-
nomials are the same. It is a waste of time to find the factorization of a + hm again. 
Therefore, we can save all the 6^-smooth order pairs (a, h) and reuse the data after 
a new polynomial has been chosen. Moreover, it can also be implemented to sieve 
with different number fields in parallel. 
In stage (1) of the algorithm, it has been shown how to find another polyno-
mial with the same root m over F^. Suppose g1{x),g2{x),. • -,gt{x) are irreducible 
polynomials over Z and gi{m)三 0 (mod n) for all i = 1 to t. Let /Q be the 
number field associated with the polynomial ffi(x). By carefully choosing the bound 
ba,i of the factor base over Ki, we sieve over sub-interval for each Ki. A set Va,i of 
6a,i-smooth order pairs is stored for each i. In fact, each intersection of Va,i and Vr 
yields a factorization matrix Wi. After we have found the element 7^  in Oi satisfying 
that V^7i) and ji are perfect squares over Z and Oi respectively, a pair (x, y) which 
satisfies (1.1) can be found by finding V^j^^J and i^[^/^)• 
Running time analysis 
For convenience, assume that ba,i are all equal to ba and the number t of different 
polynomials we want is 
b^ fl \ 
r" = Ln 0'^ _ A • 
Oa V^ / 
The number of pairs (a, b) satisfying (1.4) and (1.5) is about 
2 1 j j . � ^n(|,2e) / 1 � 1 \ u^——4>{mu, br) = ^ 7 ^ ~ ~ V = Ln - , 2e — — . 
mu T ( 1 1 \ V3 ^Ofj. J 
^n 1^3'^J \ , 
Therefore, for each 认， t h e number of pairs (a, b) satisfying (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) is 
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about 
L ( ! 2 卜 丄 - 竺 - 丄 ) (4.8) 
"1^3， 2>5p 3A ?>8\) 
When we solve the system of linear equations, we find the kernel of the Wi by 
using another matrix W instead of finding the kernel of W^ individually. Suppose 
a + bm and a + bai are 6^-smooth and 6a-smooth respectively. Define v{a, b, Qi) to be 
a column vector being composed of t + 1 blocks. The first block is the factorization 
of a + bm. The i-th block the factorization a + 6¾. The rest are zeros. To specify 
which field we defined e(p,i) on, we define t(p“i“jQ)(a + bai) 二 e(p,;)(a + bai) in JCi 
where ai is the root of gi{x). Therefore, 
A ； “"~^： P\ 






and the matrix 
W = (v(ai,bi,gi),...,<aki,bki,gi,),^J(ai,bi,g2),...,v[akt,bkt,gt))-
The number of rows of this matrix is 
/1 \ /1 \ /1 \ /1 \ 
Ln -,M + Ln - , M - ^ Ln ",A =!/„ -,fJ. • 
\3 J \S / V^ / V^ / 
We need the number in (4.8) should be at least 
M i ^ = L j l , A ) . 
L “ * , M - A ) ^ 3 ' ； 
Therefore, 
2e — ^ - — - 4 v > A. (4.9) 
3S|j. 3A 3(^ A — � ) 
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The sieve over Z takes time Ln (|, 2e). Then, the later tests of 6a-smooth for all Qi 
take time 
4 & " - + u G ， 2 p i ) = r ” & " - U 2 P ^ ) -
Solving the system of linear equations takes time Ln (|, 2|j). Finding the squre roots 
7i in each JCi take time {W/ba) x 6 / where c = 1 or 2, depending on the algorithm 
use, so that it should be bounded by Kba 二 Ln (|，" + A). 
By solving jjL + A = 2// 二 |i - X + 2e - 志 = 2 e subjected to (4.9), we find that 
二 = (46 + 1 3 叫 * ^  0.95094, 
^ \^  108 y 
/ . / l 3 _ l \ 
A 二 e x — — — « 0.82591, 
V 3 7 
� f 4v^-lo\ 
(^  = e X ~^^~~ ^ 1.40175, 
V 3 ； 
minimizes the total asymptotic running time subject to the condition (4.9) and it 
gives a total running time of 
/1 \ /1 \ 
L n ( ^ , 2 e ] ^ L , -,1.902 . 
\ 3 ) V^ 
Remark 
Suppose ¢1 : Z[ai] ^ ^ � Z ^ and ?/；2 : ^[«2] ~~^ ^n are homomorphisms given 
by i^i{ai) 二 功2(0；2) = m mod n. Let h(x) be a polynomial in Z[x]. Therefore, 
^ i (h(a i ) )三 h(m) = ^i(h(ai)) (mod n). It gives us an idea to make use the 
collection of Sa,i. Refer to the algorithm, the intersection of Sr and Sa,i yields a 
factorization matrix Wi. The kernel of Wi gives us a potential square of an element 
in Ki. Suppose Wi^ j is the factorization matrix of those order pairs that are ba,i-
smooth in Ki and are 6aj-smooth in JQ. It probably gives us a square of an element 
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in JCi and a square of an element in JCj. After finding out the square roots of the 
two elements in their corresponding number fields, a pair {x, y) of integers satisfies 
(1.1) is found. 
4.5 Using more general purpose data 
In the algorithm, there are two sorts of precomputational data. The first type is 
computed after we have received n. e.g. the polynomial g{x) with a root m in Z^ 
and a factor base of the algebraic number field respect to g{x). The second type can 
be used to factorize any integer n, e.g. a factor base in Z. Therefore, a database 
can be used to store the second type data and is then loaded into the memory when 
we needed to be factored an integer n. Thus, more time will be saved if there are 
more integers need to factor. This modification is based on the idea that m and the 
bound br are chosen independently of n. Thus, the massive computation, which all 
pairs (a, b) in I are searched for 6^-smoothness, can be precomputed. That is we can 
save the factorization of 6^-smooth a + bm into a permanent file. Subsequently, to 
factor an integer n, we use this file instead of sieving a + bm. The trade off between 
the running time of using this improvement and the running time for an individual 
value of n is shown by the following example. 
We can take 
^ = A = ( ^ ± ^ 1 ^ ^  0.8193 
V 18 
6 = ^ X 3 ^ 6 - 6 ¾^ 1.1048 
/^ 
e 二 LL X — 义 1.0034 
^ 2 
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giving the precomputational cost of 
Ln Q,26^  L^n (臺 ,2 .0065)， 
the cost of storage 
/1 1 \ /1 \ 
+ 卜 ％ ) 叫 严 6 ) 
and the cost of per factored integer n of 
令 卜 击 卜 & 2 " 卜 & 1 . 6 3 8 6 ) . 
Compare with the run time in Chapter 3, this modification can reduce the time 
cost from L^ (|,1.9230) to Ln (|,1.6386). Moreover, the savings are coming en-
tirely from the precomputed table. However, the consideration is the size of the 
precomputed table. 
4.6 Examples 
During the implementation of NFS, Suppose that we fix the parameters br and ba 
where W 二 Ln (|, fj) and ba 二 Ln (|, A). The time cost of the algorithm would be 
different for using different irreducible polynomial. Since the time cost of solving 
the linear system and finding the square root depend on the values jL and A, using 
different polynomials will not affect the time cost of this two parts. Therefore, the 
different is in the sieving stage. The following examples show you this change of 
time cost in the sieving stage. 
We implement the sieving stage for two integers, 
761260375069630873 = 745287619 • 1021431667 
16504377514594481520559 = 33774583771. 488662647229 
on Ultra Sparc Enterprise 4000 Server with 512 MB RAM. The task is written by 
Mathematica. For both integers, the size of Br is 2000. The range of b is from 0 to 5 
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and the subinterval size is 100000. We can find the result for different polynomials 
and the distribution of the order pairs which satisfy (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6). 
4.6.1 A 18-digit example, 761260375069630873 
We suppose g(x) 二 x^ + 2x^ + 144466x + 278913 and m 二 913084. The following 
table shows the number of the order pairs which satisfy (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) for 
different polynomials. 
In this example, one interest thing is that the total time cost is more when 
there are more order pairs we find. The reason is the following. Once we find that 
N(a+6a)三 0 mod p, we divide all the elements in the norm list by p where norm list 
is {N(a + &a) I (a, h) G X}. Therefore, more time is spended if more order pairs (a, h) 
we find. As a result, we use the sieving time per one order pair (a, b) to compare 
the goodness of each polynomial. Therefore, g{x) + 2{x - m) is the best choice but 
g{x) + 3{x — m) is the worst. 
Range of a g{x) + 3(x - m) g{x) + 2(x - m) g{x) + {x - m) g(x) + x{x - m) 
0 to 1000 2438 5468 3 ^ 2340 
1000 to 2000 644 1634 1135 580 
2000 to 3000 407 1139 694 370 
-1000 to 0 2409 5492 4038 2335 
Total 5898 13733 9819 5625 
Total Time (min) 1852 2363 1 ^ 1580 
Time per pair 0.31 0.17 0.19 0.28 
4.6.2 A 23-digit example, 16504377514594481520559 
We suppose g{x) = x^ + 2858506x + 25356519 and m 二 25460468. The following 
table shows the number ofthe order pairs which satisfy (1.4), (1.5), (1.6) for different 
polynomials. Since the size of Ba and Br approximately 2000, we stop the sieve part 
at about 4000. 
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In this example, our goal is finding about 4000 order pairs which satisfy (1.4)， 
(1.5) and (1.6). By using the measure of goodness of g{x) in the previous example, 
the best polynomial is g{x) + x{x — m) but the worst choice is g{x) + 2{x — m). 
Range of a g{x)+2(x-m) g{x) + {x - m) g(x) g{x)+x(x-m) 
0 to 1000 1341 2212 2512 2869 
1000 to 2000 359 666 8 ^ 899 
2000 to 3000 251 460 ^ 610 
3000 to 4000 171 - - -
-1000 to 0 1322 2164 - 2777 
-2000 to -1000 316 - ^ -
-3000 to -2000 220 - - -
-4000 to -3000 177 - _ j -
Total 4157 5502 3885 7155 
Total Time (min) 3884 2014 1603 2396 
Time per pair 0.93 0.37 0.41 0.33 
In conclusion, the above examples show that it is not easy to find out a suitable 
polynomial. The best time is nearer half of the worst. Therefore, it is better to use 
more than one polynomial to run the algorithm. When we find the sieving time per 
order pair of one of the polynomials is much larger than the others, it is suggested 
to stop to use the polynomial. Moreover, the suitable order pairs (a, b) are mainly 
in the sub-interval with smaller a. Therefore, we can take a larger b for smaller a 
but reduce the size of b when a increases. 
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